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« …les entreprises doivent développer 
leur capacité de changement afin de 
s’adapter en continu à la dynamique 
environnementale, et parfois même la 
provoquer (Teece et al., 1993 ; Hamel et 
Prahalad, 1995 ; Eisenhardt et Martin, 
2000). Et cette aptitude déterminera sur 
le long terme leur survie et leur 
croissance. »

Richard Soparnot, « Vers une gestion stratégique du 
changement : une perspective par la capacité organisationnelle 

de changement » dans Revue Management & Avenir, n°28, p 
104, 2009
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Strategic Tools & Organisation People

How do companies change

Transformation
Entrepreneurship

Transformation
Intrapreneurship

wave wave wave

#1stwave #2ndwave #3rdwave
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The « people » wave :
How do people…?

• CHANGE

• ADAPT

• ACT DIFFERENTLY

• TRANSFORM THEIR HABITS

• FIND ALTERNATIVE WAYS

• BECOME BETTER, SMARTER, MORE EFFICIENT



#LearningIsTheAnswer



Learning has always been the answer 
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Learning is
the act of acquiring new, or modifying and reinforcing   

existing, knowledge, behaviors, skills, values,    
or preferences

Which may lead to
a potential change in synthesizing information, depth   
of the knowledge, attitude or behavior relative to the   
type and range of experience.

(Source:Richard Gross, Psychology: The Science of Mind and Behaviour 6E, Hachette UK)

https://books.google.com/books?id=Cle1Fcr_6_QC&pg=PT335


Why would a CEO invest in Learning?



The Learning curve is the earning curve…



#CaseStudy



•New products to sell. 
Need for aligning our 
sales forces

Change

•Coordinate with 
marketing & sales

•Manage training 
material

•Manage budget

Design 
training •Manage providers

•Manage hierarchy

Organise 
training

•Manage no-shows

•Manage logistics

Deploy 
training •Manage transfer on 

the job

Follow-up 
training
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• New ERP, need to 
align all staff
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• People 
engagement 
survey’s results 
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• New security 
measures due to 
new legislation, 
need to align 
everyone on 
compliance.
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#CoreQuestion@L&D



How does my organization support “learning” 
as transformation engine?
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WILL I EVERYTIME BE REACTIVE AND DEAL WITH CONSTRAINTS LIKE:

• Training quality? 

• Reaching all employees? 

• Not exceeding my L&D budget? 

• Knowledge retention and speed of execution?

DO I START transforming my company into a learning organization?

OR



To compete in the future, European companies should enhance 5 
capabilities

Source: The Boston 
Consulting Group, The 
Future of HR in Europe, 
Key challenges through 
2015.
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Definition 
Culture vs Climate

Culture is a set of specific patterns of values, norms, 
symbols, beliefs and expectations that are held 
collectively, organization-wide. 
It is the less conscious psychology of the workplace.

Climate is the issue-specific observable perceptions shared among organizational 
members and the meaning attached to those perceptions of the policies, practices 
and procedures of the work environment provided



Six flexible elements
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Opportunity Support
Space for 
Learning

Individual 
Responsibility & 

Autonomy

Exchange of 
Knowledge

Learning 
Leadership

Emonds, A., Dochy, F., & Segers, M. (2016). A Climate for Learning Model: The six 
dimensions for building a learning climate. Manuscript in preparation.



Redesign using discussions



Before



After



After

TED about passwords

Open questions (reformulating)

Pool: Who is using a similar password for 
more than 1 website?

Infografic about password management best 
practices

Open questions (best practices exchange)

Link to download KeePass, …



Redesign using reflexion





Redesign using self-knowledge





Thank you for your attention
Stephan Atsou

Stephan.Atsou@crossknowledge.com
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